Addition to be made to the skin size when planning treatment using opposing portals in order to bring the 90 % isodose line to the edge of the volume seen on the simulator square shape of the isodose curves from any treatment machine, as well as to the divergence effect mentioned above. It may be argued that opposing fields are commonly used for palliative procedures where margins are limited. However, it is important to be aware that the edge of the visualized treatment area will receive only some 60 % of the centre dose unless the fields are widened. We have attempted to replace check films and radiographs by polaroid photographs of the picture on the television screen, and to attach each photograph to the treatment sheet as a record. This can save time, cost and storage space, but is only successful if the whole of the treatment field can be shown on the screen at once. This imposes a maximum length of about 10 cm each way on the field size, so that this technique has only limited application.
At this time we use the simulator in planning 70 % of our curative work and 50 % of our palliative. The breast is the only common tumour site where at present we do not use it. The simulator is used in the planning for all patients with primary tumours in the pelvis. An examination under anesthesia is usually performed prior to treatment, but nevertheless we find it essential to repeat the vaginal and rectal examinations in the treatment position to make sure there is a good margin below the level of involvement. The lower limit of these fields should be set not radiographically but by palpation in the treatment position. We find that sometimes our junior staff are mesmerized by the radiographic image and not influenced enough by what they can feel.
In planning palliative treatment we find the simulator of particular use in cases of bony metastasis where, with accurate localization, smaller fields can be employed and the patient's treatment completed in one or a few fractions.
The simulator is now essential to the planning of patients in our practice of radiotherapy for we feel that it has allowed an improvement in the quality of care of our patients.
Dr R D S Rhys-Lewis (Regional Radiotherapy Centre, Essex County Hospital, Colchester)
Planning in Radiotherapy: Practical Aspects
Planning may be defined as the application of technical therapeutic skill in the light of the clinical judgment of all aspects of the case in point. In assessing this situation, one must ask how much planning is necessary, and what are the factors that influence it.
The division of patients into 'curative' and 'palliative' may at the outset be a vital factor in deciding how much planning is necessary or possible, having regard to the ability of the patient to withstand the various technical procedures that may be necessary. Therefore prognosis is of primary importance; so also are the patient's age and general condition, irrespective of the prognosis.
Next to be considered is the type of tumour in relation to its tissue of origin, histological grading, natural history and mode of spread, whether from local advancement by infiltration of normal tissues, by extension to regional lymph nodes or by the blood stream to distant locations in the body. The immunological status of the patient and the effect treatment will have upon it are important, especially where large volumes of tissue may have to be irradiated.
In its simplest form, even a basal cell carcinoma needs planning. To the naked eye it would seem to be a plaque of neoplastic tissue confined to a superficial area, and easily accessible to treatment. But, though local, the disease is more extensive than it appears. At the other end of the scale, planning for a pituitary chromophobe adenoma employs the same principles, but needs much time-consuming technical expertise.
Both these examples apply to tumours where the volume of tissue can be determined with great accuracy, in the latter case with the help of the neurosurgeon, and where local spread is minimal and distant metastases do not occur. Even a more diffuse lesion such as an astrocytoma, the extent of which is often difficult to determine, may still be confined within the cranium and within the scope of treatment applied to a limited volume.
Most work undertaken by radiotherapists, however, does not come within this category, as it is often impossible to assess even the local extent of the tumour or to know at the outset whether or not metastases have already occurred. The concept of planning in these cases depends to a great extent on the philosophy of the radiotherapist concerned. This in turn is influenced by his clinical judgment of the extent of the disease; his knowledge of its natural history; and the importance he attaches to other factors over which, in the present state of our ignorance, he has no control. His decision therefore depends on how small a volume of tissue he considers will include all the neoplastic tissue to be irradiated. He must also decide what degree of immediate morbidity and late effects of the radiotherapy is acceptable. It may be that a single field will be adequate though, apart from superficial skin lesions and some metastatic lesions, this is hardly ever so. He may consider an opposing pair of large fields, generously covering between them the tumour and its immediate suspect areas, to be a sure method of treatment. This method had many advocates in the past, and still has, but it produces unnecessarily high immediate reactions and late damage to normal tissue by fibrosis. But this technique is quite adequate for a metastatic lesion, and a useful method of localization with the cobalt beam itself can be quick and reasonably efficient.
Over the years, with improvements in technique, there has been a tendency to try to avoid these complications by the use of grids, wedge filters, compensators, &c, but above all by employing multiple fields to confine the necessary dose as nearly to the tumour volume as is considered prudent. Although I was brought up in a school where wide fields were often employed, part of my subsequent training subscribed more to the latter approach. I was, however, greatly impressed by Concannon et a. (1960) who analysed 30 deaths which had occurred within six months of radiotherapy for intracranial tumour: post-mortem showed that geographic miss had occurred in over 75 % of cases, in spite of most careful radiological and neurosurgical investigation. I think therefore that the optimum philosophy of treatment lies somewhere between these two extremes.
It is of course sometimes almost impossible to know the extent of the disease. Even the socalled 'early' glottic carcinomas are good examples of this. Professor D F N Harrison (1974, personal communication) described how easily apparently early neoplasms can, without any clinical evidence, readily penetrate clefts in the laryngeal cartilage and escape along lymphatic pathways, even as far as the mediastinum. Clearly this would explain failure in cases where, quite legitimately, treatment would have been with small fields along classical lines. Recent bone scanning of breast carcinoma has shown that about 14% of clinical Stage I cases already have skeletal metastases. Similarly in the pelvis, 16% of socalled Stage I carcinomas of the cervix have in fact metastasized to lymph nodes. But in the cervix this factor is taken into account and, in addition to high local dosage to the cervix, the whole pelvis is treated to about 5000 rads. In the bladder, however, because of the availability of cystoscopic examination, cystography and bimanual examination, and the fear of late complications, dosage tends to be within narrower limits. I have for long wondered how rational this is; it certainly does not seem consistent. Similarly our approach to the treatment of early tumours of the ovary and testis is quite at variance due to the different anatomical locations of the primary organs and despite their comparable lymphatic drainage.
Planning has also been modified by improvement in our knowledge of the natural history and mode of spread of a disease, due to advances in diagnostic skill. The impact of lymphangiography and laparotomy in Hodgkin's disease is a classical example of this.
Accuracy is highly important in planning. Anatomical considerations are paramount: these include the proximity of vital structures to the lesion, and their tolerance to radiation. The brain and spinal cord are dependent on their vascular supply, the endothelium of which probably has a ceiling tolerance of the order of 4000 rads. The glomeruli of the kidney have an even lower tolerance. Fibrosis resulting from excessive dosage, for example in the lungs and around the ureters and intestine, can cause severe late complications.
I very much doubt if homogeneity within the treated volume is essential. My own view is that an adequate dose should be given to the whole volume of the tissue in question, but that additional dosage may be necessary for clinically residual unresolved foci (probably due to anoxic areas) by the use of reducing fields.
Lastly, a reliable method of patient immobilization must be employed to ensure that the carefully calculated treatment plan is applied accurately to the target area.
Planning may also be influenced by the range of equipment available at a given centre. Nowadays, however, patients can be referred to other centres having more sophisticated equipment if specialized treatment with electrons, neutrons or tracking techniques is necessary.
Despite this relatively improved position regarding equipment, another factor must now, regrettably, be considered where planning is concerned: that is, the work load in relation to the available staff in a given centre. However well equipped with simulators, mould rooms, workshops, &c, a unit may be, these facilities can only be utilized to the extent of the staff available. In the light of the present staff shortages, and the likely continuance of this deficiency, it may well be that a library of plans, built up over happier years, may prove very useful.
I realize that I have not answered many of the deeper questions concerning planning. My plea is that one should always remember that cancer is probably more advanced than it seems clinically the crab has legs and claws. 
Applications of Computers in Treatment Planning
Treatment planning in radiotherapy is a multidimensional problem. Conventionally it deals with the reaction of living matter to radiation in the three dimensions of space. Time, the fourth dimension, is allowed for in several ways. The dimension including the mind is largely disregarded in practical treatment planning but in future more notice is likely to be taken of this little-explored region.
It is assumed that the patient's condition has been diagnosed (perhaps with computer assistance) (de Dombal 1972) and that he has arrived in the planning department (perhaps at a convenient time chosen by computer). Here he meets the treatment simulator with its image intensifier, films and aids which obtain geometrical data about his body and its tumour. These data are used as ingredients for a plan which decides on the shape, strength and direction of the radiation beams which are to treat him.
Computers have been involved in planning since about 1950. Early effort was concerned with mathematical models of single X-ray beams. Field addition programmes were developed to rgn in batch mode on large computers then, as computers became more sophisticated, interactive computing evolved. Thus computers became fast intelligent helpers to the planners who use them to explore alternative plans in a realistic time.
Many variations exist in the approach to computerized planning. Some systems use mass storage of digitized isodose charts as raw data.
Others calculate dose values as required using beam generation functions. Both approaches are used successfully on small dedicated and large time shared computers, the latter being available to multiple users. Each approach has its strong and weak points and none yet provides the ultimate in planning facilities.
Common to all is the achievement of simple applied field addition in two dimensions for coplanar beams and a resultant coplanar isodose distribution. A few recent programs allow visualization of the dose in planes parallel to the master plane. This is often referred to as 21D planning. Full 3D planning is in the experimental stage due to display problems.
The rapid development of computer technology has meant that more sophisticated programs can be run in a realistic time and this has allowed exploration into the computer optimization of plans. Generally this amounts to a fine balancing of applied field weighting and wedging to achieve best dose distribution according to criteria chosen by the operator.
The two parameters which today are slowest to enter into a planning system are the body surface contour and the internal anatomical detail. Fast and accurate computerized solutions to both these areas now exist in the Newcastle Scope system (Thompson 1972) and the well-known EMI scanner. It seems possible to visualize the existence, in the not too distant future, of what could be called a computerized treatment planning simulator. It would be a simulator offering a perfect X-ray image of the patient. Integrated with it would be fast operating surface contour and internal anatomy determining equipment. It would be closely linked with a computer system capable of producing within seconds the dose distribution at any chosen plane.
Allowance for the effect of time in treatment planning has until recently been a fairly empirical matter and the regimes of dose fractionation used by radiotherapists have been fairly individualistic. However, the idea of nominal single dose (NSD) (Ellis 1969) and its elaboration into the concept of the cumulative radiation effect (CRE) (Kirk et al. 1971) have put this aspect of time on a rationalized quantitative footing. Practical computer programs utilizing the CRE theories are now available.
Time effects associated with the circadian rhythm are much less understood as yet and are largely ignored in practical radiotherapy. However, the tip of an iceberg must surely be showing in the work of Pizzarello & Isaak (1964) who showed that a dose of X-irradiation which makes rodents sick during the day will kill them at night, and in the work of Harker (1964) who could cause malignant tumours in cockroaches by implanting cells from one group of insects reared in one day/night regime into another group reared 12 hours' out of phase. A fascinating survey of circadian rhythm effects is contained in the book by Luce (1972) .
